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University. Harold Olsen, then Associate Librarian, recommended that

Oberlin begin to monitor user satisfaction and frustration so that

basic information about the upcoming changes could help guide

subsequent library operations. There was a clear need to justify the

expense of an automated system. !let only was Oberlin experiencing the

same struggle with inflation as other institutions, but the added

cost of its unusually complex library system posed an especially heavy

financial burden. If the college were to invest an additional

$100,000 and more of capital fund.,; in an automated system for i.s near

library, the value of that expenditure simply had to be demonstrated.

These two expenditures, along with the belief that a rigorously

applied benefit analysis would be a great advantage to the library

community at large, constituted the impetus for this study.

Background

Lancaster (1977) indicates that most evaluations of automation center

on saved money and decreased staff. Evaluations of circulation

systems, however, tend to focus on changes in usage, particularly

whether circulation increases or decreases after the installation of

an automated system. As Kent (1978) has shown, the ability to

manipulate large amounts of machine-readable circulation data has

supplied new information on how collections are used. Burns (1978)

provides a good discussion of use studies as a performance measure.

There have been a few studies which have attempted to integrate

several types of performance measurement into library operations.

-7-



Kaske 0973), for example, tried to measure library effectiveness by

focusiag on patron atti .,des about the quantity and quality of

materials and assistance supplied; the status of the collection (what

is misshelved or stolen), and use of the collection. In general,

however, the Oberlin approach has been unique in the breadth of its

concern.

The Oberlin study has centered on such questions as:

Does an automated Zia terumake_materials_mateavail.a hi .to

users?

Does usage of the building change, and would there be a change

in the use of certain services?

What effect would the system have on patron attitude and

satisfaction?

How would costs and staffing be affected?

How would these changes evolve over the long range?

A project designed to answer these questions should focus on several

measures of the library's functions: availability, building use,

visits to the library, number of checkouts, required time to charge a

book, patron attitudes and more. It was felt that a broadly-based

study such as this would provide a more complete picture of the

effects of automation than a study concentrating on a single measure.

-8-



Availability

Considerable attention was focused on the problem of book availability

in the 70's. There was good reason for this: fewer dollars available

for book purchases meant libraries had to discover new means of making

the best use of decreasing resources.

Early efforts to define the concept of book availability tended to

focus cn attempts which fail to find the book. Urquhart (1971) asked

patrons to insert a slip at the place on the shelf where the book they

wanted should have been. Library workers collected the slips and

analyzed the causes of failure. Total availability could not be

computed, however, because no record was kept of the number of

successful searches.

Gore (1975) and Auckland (1975) also documented their efforts to

increase availability. Gore used increased interlibrary lending in

the Minneapolis-St. Paul area 33 a method of increasing availability.

Buckland employed such methods as reducing time spent in the bindery

and placing heavily used books on a sitorter loan period. By measuring

availability before and after the introduction of automation, our

study tests whether automation increases availability.

The techniques used for measuring availability are described in

Chapter 4. They were developed by Paul Kantor of Tantalus, Inc. and

are described in detail by him (Kantor, 1976 and 1981). These

techniques have also been applied by Saracavic et al. (1977) at Case

-9-



Western Reserve University and by Whitlatch and Kieffer (1978) at San

Jose State University.

Goehlert (1978) pointed out that many patron needs do not req(4:;re

immediate satisfaction, that frequently the patron is able to wait

some period of time for a book. Goehlert was able to show that after

50 days, 937. of the books sought could be made available to his

clientele. In a related study, Murfin (1980) describes the problem of

availability of periodicals. The concept of a span of time over which

a book may be found is relevant to broader considerations of

availability.

User Satisfaction/Frustration

Buckland (1975) has stated that there has been a "neglible amount of

analysis of the dynamics of user response to changes in standards of

service". Clearly, one important aspect of justifying library

automation to administrators is to demonstrate the attitude of the

users toward such a change. Moseley (1977) for example, suggests that

a long-term examination of availability and satisfaction at Colorado

State University would show some (positive or negative) changes as a

result of their newly installed automated circulation system.

There were a number of aspects of user satisfaction and frustration

that the Oberlin research team wished to explore. Host attitude

questionnaires are administered once and are not compared to or

comparable with results from other institutions or other patron

-10-
11;



groups. Ey administering the sa=e questionnaire over the life of the

project, data points before, during, and after the installation of the

system could be compared with each other providing a longitudinal look

at changes in attitude.

Another aspect of the satisfaction/frustration question we wisher to

examine was the concept of unexpressed demand. nad our patrons been

so conditioned by the inefficiencies of a msnual circulation sy.lten

that they were not checking out all the books they would like? WoL1d

an automated circulation system release sufficient staff that they

could begin to respond to this unsatisfied demand and contribute to an

increased use of the system?

Euilding Use

The main library at Oberlin College is in a spacious building with

seating for 1/3 of the student population. Fr4ininary studies of

building use were done in 1975 and 1976 by P. Kantor and H. Olson,

confirming that the library W33 heavily used, but primarily 43 a study

hall and a social center. These studies showed that students spent an

average of ten hours per week at the library. By monitoring building

use for the life of the project, we could discover subsequent trends

in building usage.



nystrm State.

In addition to the special-purpose measurements described above.

measurements of the circulation system itself were required. The

number of visits to the library ard the number of books checked cut

measure certain types of use. The hours the syst= is unavailable -due

to malfunctions 3nd the of response when it is Available are

also measures of the success of the system.

The L111.111.

In September 1978 Cberlin received funding frbm the National Science

Foundation for this project. Oberlin contracted with Paul. Kantor of

T-ntalus, Inc. for the design of the survey instruments. analysis of

d1Ic. and a final technical report. Az indicated above, the project

was predicated tn a series of before-and-after measurtmenta of patron

attitudes and of objective and qualitative variables. The study was

to be conducted in the main library and conservatory of :music library.

The Art and science branch libraries were not included In this

project. The two libraries chosen are the largest of the Oberlin

system and were held to be moat likely to experience change as

result of the new circulation system. The main library was

ritncing great difficulty with the inefficiencies of manual

card system, and the male library had so little space that patron:

could not find places to sit.

-12-



Althou h this pro.lect was originally 4,signed to run two ye4r It

:oor tecame clear that the changes SIltrodtced ty eutom:Ation had

effects which i.ould take several ye:-Irs to develop fully. COnqUCtItly

.en extension VA3 i,ranted by N.S1 whlh allowed us to gather another two

years, rsultir;: in 3 pro loot that :fisted one student ;rne tlon- -fou:

full yesrs.

7hc Jata.F,athrrIrp, In3trucntz; arc 4r.7,crItc.(1 In 4rtaIl In Chartr i9.

They measure:

# book availability

usage of tilt library

patron attitude

state of the ciroulaticn system



C Ar TER 2

DESCRIPTIOU OF P.UTOMATED CIRCULATIOU SYSTEM

The manual circul:Ntion f,y5ten in use at Oberlin Colsege until 1975 was

4 traditional card sY.st Two pocket cards were signed by the patron with

name, ID, and campus mailbox. number. One card was filed by the date the book

was due and the other by the call number. (riberlin h44 4emester loan period..)

In addition to the call number and 04te due files, there were many supple-

mentary files for materials in special status, (bindery, missing, etc.). In

1974 the 44,i5t3T1Z Director of the Library, H. Olsen. identified lane 26

separate files in the Circulation Department. The next year, in order to

simplify the system, the double pocket card system uss dropped AL'.J a -Sing1V'

Ncket card system was itiplettent,A. also organited by 44%0 %!A:t. A5, 4

rC:t:Ult of this change, IcTcr-11 :1m1 to be searched to

Ziscover the It4Val of a particular book.

To determine whether the manual system could be salvaged or indeed,

whether an automated circulation system would solve the perceived problems,

Herbert F. Johnson 4PgAi55igne4 Pinr,401d X41144CItt!nt Sy5tMi to study the

circulation problems at Oberlin College. In October 1976, Xr. floffner,

vice- president of Ringgold, recommended that Oberlin College purchato, the

circulation system installed At Oucknoll University in Lewisburg, Pennsyl-
vania. significant. factor involved in this recommendation was its

ittplementation en the same computer. used at Oberlin College, 3 Xerox Sigma 9.

At the 5421e rime there were impart: nt features of the Emeln01 .15to:YTN

which would have to be modified for Otier1Ws neltds. For otaApl, the

-14-



tuane1-, cirulotion ,I,,ytem V41 t;41.=4 4T5 r.:nchd c4r4,s, 'r"17 vrogr-45, ,uere

Acritten in Fortr4n And u;ic4 the 44tAb41.4e 114:47 11WW,r1 43 M:S4 u4;
develored by U'rox. Further, the tuane31 librorie hod cenvertec?, their

0,000 '%02.um :thelf liAt to zochine-re4doble form ond h44 it 4V3ii4tIt
on-lint. Therefore, every toot entered into the h:.1 411 4ulomiltic

verificAtion of the exi$tence of the call number-- an i:vort4nt veon$ of
error$, tuck:le:1's i,ytem did not hAndle braneh 3ibr4rie5;

b4,4 :imito4 reerve bc-7q. :von

Thei:e iiJ ty t .-°,huffner of

atl the 4tvolorymtnt the Oerlin Collets Corgter
Center ildified the 117-e: for ,;!il.tr-d 14tolf,: ttt ,.c,m 10
4ccolod4te br4ch 3ibrArie4; 4nd 4t$ianed 4n4 proar4nae4 3 nicrocomputer
interf4ce. In ,..';uh;iequent yeAr, the Corrutina tenter could conider4hly
ir;provc,, 4nd er.once the n5tem by 4 number of other modificotion%-4 vit4l

contribution to the lucctA4 of it4' irplementotion.

Sitee Oberlin l'4i1 S50.00.0 v1r n itt; -c.411=-etkill in 1-97.1 it not
ttouaht ft4Oble to create in on-line Oielflivt. Therefore, the system v4s
deOaned to te 4 tran$nctif-Jn inventory $ytTe.m, ln 0,01.

vord$, once the chArgeichorae cyc:e uzs cowpItte, the informntk)n 2J
deleted frem the 4314 b.3$. MoreoYer, uith tr4nAction sy5teal, 1:14
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INTEL MOS
Mi

XEROX
SIGMA 9

MA IN

AAIN MAIN CON ART RESERVE
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*11'1110,1 "TRANSPARENT"

--LNFLR PA1RON ID-->

7747474747
--ENTER LOCATION CODE--
71

ENTER VOLUME--
A

7843.7D89E.19267AVI
--ENTER PERIOD--
^4.8

VOL: 843.71)89E.19267.
VI

ID: 747474747
DUE: 16 DEC 80 2400

Ais

"SYSTEM READY:

VOLUME CHARGE IN TRANSPARENT

Figure 2.3



* FL TRANSACTION TYPE I.AIU ON
' 747474747 PATRON LABEL, ON
4 111Q1781.P2TS4tCOM1.9/ CALL NUMBER LABEL. OK
* AT1t;ER WOMEN IN TH AUTHOR LABEL. OK
0

TRANSACTION Timm. (ORG1441( )
FOR A COMPLETE TRAWACT1ON IHE F0LIOW1NG IS NEEDED:
-TITLE LABEL
YOUR TRANSACTION IS STILL INTACT, PLEASE CONTINUE

-rr KInuTz/
* TRANSA(:TION (00178) RECEIVED

SU?:
** VOLUME ALREADY ACME
** NO ACTION POSSIBLE

#SYSTLM R1ADY:

...
VOLUME CHARGE IN REGULAR MODE

Figure 2.4



!',esteet Oroanifation

The 4ivculatien program resident Of the :;i0ma 9 ttes 3 CoDA:AF style

J4t3h3 manager, The proerams purehoed from buel,noll were implemented

using Mi but were upgraded at Oberlin to FM, Xerox's latest releasc, of the

database manager.

Fioord 2,5 ditiplayS the various group and fiold 4round whieh the database

organi;ted, VH4!-; defines relationships hoween the eronps listed which then

determine the strueture of the on-line Has (pointeri).

There are no variable length records on this systtm. For circulation

purposes, an abbreviated author/title record has hoe,' 3deilthito. However, the

character limit of 28 for call numhor 410 12 for extoion has proven to be
inadequate. -Musical scores classed in the Newry system have very long call

numbers and some port ion of the Conservatory score collection (less than r.)

had call numbers or extensions too long to enter. At some point we will

be redefining the database to accommodate these longer call numbers.

The microcomputer has been programmed with A high-level language known

as P114-80. The circulation program operates in a 'repeat forever' loop,

cycling through each terminal in turn and processing messages through use of

interrupts. Thus the micro is able to simulate time sharing.

Management Reports

Statistics and Management reports for the circulation system are

generated through two means: the on-line database itself and the journal

record. The journal is used to provide a chronological record of system

activity so that it may be restored at any point in the day from a fatal

error in the database. The database is copied to tape every night and the

journal is used to bring the system up-to-date at any point during the day.

There are some 26 types of journal records. Figure 2., is an example

for a simple charge. Journal records range from charges and discharges to

records for patron updates and holds which have been cancelled by Reserve.

In this particular journal record, everything required to simulate the charge

at the tine it occurred must be recorded. Thus, the record must include:



Colmln NdOtirt

Identifio trawiation i4ra 4 ill4rOr'
3 W4tion W401, Art Of Couervatory)
4 unwound or on-line transak7tioo

Circulation typo (Reserve or Regolar)
4-15 bate and time
16-43 Call Numbor

Extenion
f;0.04 Patron' 10 oulther
05 10411 period (2 weoki, 4 4t,ek;, semester, otc,)
06 Patron status (undergraduate, staff, town, etc.)
67 Charge type (wand with author/title, wand

without author/title, keyed)

The .;ournal record is the means by which tot research into library

collection analysis and circulation of library collection is accorplished
(Yenta 1973). Similarly, Cberlin wie% the journal record to produce
the following reports:

A. Nilv itAtiStie5. This series of rei is generated Cron the journal
record and from the on-line database. Cemponchts include:

Recall and overdue notices

Tallies of various types of transactions

Charges by patron type

Charges by loan period

Yeyed vs. winded charges (a measure of that proportion is in
machine-readable form)

Charges by call number schema

The statistics reports are prepared for each branch library plus a summary
report for the system as a whole.

B. Recall Response Report. This report allows us to measure the delay
between the sending of a recall notice and the return of the book for each
class of patrons. It has allowed us to observe changing response to the
recall service as it has been introduced. It will allow us to measure the
effectiveness of changes in recall response as we vary wording of notices,
timing of notices, etc.

C. Item Activity Report. This report is a variation of the "purchase
alert" report available on many commercial circulation systems. A Library



PATVON

Nbr

rigoic ;.$

Oberlin College.
Library Circulation 041.3b3.:a ri

liold 1Y or

10 9 Digit Patron ID Uqnt?er BinaryJTMWT Patron nano :4 Char
INDATL ri'MM/VD patEon ontoreJ 7ivitom Binary
;TATIIS Patron typo ( tudont, taff, otcs) 1 Char
AD1?ALS5 Patron railing address 40 Char

kLYATN .1 Char of Author, :; Char of Ti tlo 6 Char
11I1CN1 Nunher of time Oil!: group 0,Nurs Binary

CALL NO Volume Call Nurbor (I,C or Veuey) 23 Char
AUTHOR Volume' a Author 40 Char
TITLE Volume'...; Title 56 Char

LcNom Call Nunber Extonsion for books 12 Char
LINYCDAR It) of patron to Own book is charged Binary
OUTDATE 1.1711111)11 book W35 Ch3ri:Cd to LINYCURR Binary
DUEDATE ri`/I-71/DD book is' due Binary
PERIOD Loan period ix due BinaryHOLD 5 Patron IN of people requeting book BinaryOMR Bra:zh number of book's home Binary
LL'CATIO\ Bran-zil from which book currently circulate5 Binary.cillam Circulation Category Binary
COURSL Course for which Re5erve book is used Binary.
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Figure 4.1

SURVEY CALENDAR - MAIN LIBRARY

Survey t Objective Surveys Attitude Survey
(availability and activity)

1 October 1978 November 1978

Year 1 2 February 1979 March 1979

3 May 1979 May 1979

4 September 1979 September 1979

Year 2 5 November 1979 December 1979

6 February 1980 February 1980

7 April 1980 May 1980

Year 3 8 April 1981 May 1981

Year 4 9 October 1981
November 1981

10 April 1982 May 1982

Year

4--

3--

2

1 --- prior

Oct Dec Feb April



Availability

Data on availability were gathered with a survey administered through

the fcur years of the project. A data collection sheet (Figure 4.2)

was given to the students approaching the card catalog after it had

been determined that they were looking for a specific item (not

searching by subject). The students were asked to use the worksheet

as a scratch page and to note call numbers and the author/title of

items they were seeking. If for any reason they did find the

item, they were requested to check the box and drop off the worksheet

as they left the library. Survey workers then followed a fixed

procedure to ascertain why students were unable to locate a particular

item,

There are five basic hurdles which must be cleared if patrons are to

be successful in getting books they want:

Does the library own the book sought?

If yes, can the patron find it in the card catalog?

If yes, then is it not already charged out to another person?

If yes, is it properly shelved or not in the process of

being shelved, discharged, eta.?

If 30, can the patron find it on the shelf?

In computing an overall success rate, each availability factor must be

multiplied with the next. Figure 4.3 illustrates this process using

data from the April 1980 survey.

-36-



Figure 4.2

1100X
1

Our library is involved in a long -ten study of the ispact of library autosation on service and attitudes.

Part of the project involves tracking down any specific books which you cannot find. Please help us by

using this Coro as "scratch paper" and leaving it at the door vhen your visit is over. For any book you
cannot find. place an "X" in the "Can't find" coluan. Thank you for your help.

AUTIIOR and TITLE CALL NO. Can't

find

PLEASE DEDICATE STATUSI Faculty

Student
Staff

Other

Availability Workahcat

"pa
p.m*
stall

/Pew

pew*
*see

Or
0M4 tin

I tat

For library use only
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pm Se
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Figure 4.3

FACTORS IN

COMPUTING Book AVAILABILITY

100%

93%

Failure due to lack of:

Completeness of the
Collection

60%

OVERALL SUCCESS

in April, 1950

-38-

Catalog skills

Circulation

Library factors (shelving)

n4or at shelf



The patron approaches tht catalog with 4 ;Articular au.naritillt

:n APri:. 15:,,% there Aw4z a 7% chance the library did not own

the took. Thtrt was a 4t. chance s0hc was unable to locAte tht

citation in the card catalog even though it was there (96t chance they

could locate the book). These two factors nust be multiplied together

so that after there stages, the patron's chance of success has already

been reduced to 89% = :n A »1. was 3 chz-nct'

that th,! bock 41ready che6, s uut U another Maus reducing

the prob4hi.,ity or ,71:;t33 tO 75 x 564. x 84). Thcrc. ut..1 4 1;4,

chance the took was improperly shelved or in the process of being

shelved and 4 6% chance the patron could not find it on the shelf.

The 2 factors are again nultiplied with the other factors (93% x 96%

x 84% x 86% x 94%), giving a total probability of success of 6Q;,

Figure 4.3 illustrates the decreasing chance of successes a patron

searches for a book. In April. 198.0, the patron had 3 60% chance of

following al: 5 steps to successful conclusion.

The results 'f ",-e availability surveys are given in Figure 4.4. .fs.

one can see, 2 factors. catalog skills and vier skills at the she...f

varied little over Me life of the project. However, ownership

factors (is the bee. in the catalog?). circulation factors (is the

boqk not charged out?) and library factor: (ahelving, pronpt aortin6,

etc.) did v.ry significantly over the life or the project. They are

discussed in further detail in Chapter 6.
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4, In the past three days, how many times have yo used (he Clain
Library?

$. About how many hours were you physically present in the Maio Lihr,i(y
during the past three days? f--7-71

-n1,1-4
6. The last time you looked for is book in the Hain Library, were yuu 4ble

vo locate it? 144.rclo one.)

Y1'.1 SO
1,24)

7. About what percent of the time do you find a hook to be unavailable
at the Main Library? PUOI

Almost never Half the time Almost always
0 10 :;0 30 40 60 eo 7 90 !00
(1r7777;;Ti376.77177ind at or noar tne poo,tion ./..ton ::or:!,:vpr000nra

your roopono4.)

H. Have you ever used thn recall service when th you wanted l:Ati
not available? (C4:roLo ono.l

YES NO
GVO

If you have used the recall service, w.1,; IC ziflIA(toty'

YES N1

9. Which seating area in the library do 7.114 prefec t,1 work an?
p3] 1. Upholstered chairs or sof;;s

2. Open large tables
3. Study carrels
4. Globe chairs
5. No preference
6. Other Cap.ii,1":14

10. If your answer to the preceding question was 1,2,3,4 or h. is that
place usually available when you want it?

YES
(3

NO
,11

11. Hew often is your usual work area too noisy?
1. Usually 3. Seldom
2. Sometimes

Ofi 4. Never

12. Does the library on most of he books that you need? YES NO
( ?8)

13. To what extent are you satisfied with library services?
tpc 1. Very satisfied

2. Usually satisfied
3. Sometimes satisfied
4. Seldom or never satisfied
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14. In Your opinion, how do most other otudgutA feel about ithrory oervteept
(w) 1. Very ootiorted

2. Utio414 1$4ti4flod
3. 50motimoo aatiafied
4. Seldom or never cottoned

15, In your opinion, during the pant three months have libtauy services
(.4 1. t4a.Ern better

2. Gotten worse
j. Remained 4`<,04t the sane.

16. Now often have you been frultreted by service .404),. when checking
out library materials? :::rolo one.°
(PO 1. Seldom or never 3. Often

2, Occasionally 6. Very frequently

1/. What are your chances of Setting an nett that you need at the
Library? 0".114.: th.1 werooao ti no mcirreJent ocre-74:e
4 1W4:d 0: e )001.1 tc?fin

JO 40 fO ea

Id. On yola 134c trip to the Iibr3ry, did you search for 4 1 +4rtiollar ,e ;4

YES NO
($ y)

It "YES," did you find it?

YES NO
(da)

19. Please indicate the degree to which eorh of the following state-
ments represents your own opinion or attitude. Use a scale
of 1 to 9 in which "1" represents strong disagrcemont and
"9" represents strong agreement. i dry

. 1 seldom have problems locating books listed in the card catalog. ____144

b. The atmosphere in the Hain Library IA not :WriOUI enough.

c. The Main Library athff is nut usually very helpful.

d. I frequently don't find the books that I want in
.(471the Main Library.

e. The Library generally mecca my expectations. (NJ

20. Now often do you consult with a librarian at the reference desk?
(73 1. Never 3. Weekly

2. Several tines a month 4. Daily

21. The refe,-ence service At the Main Library is:

VII GOOD FAIR 1.00R

22. When you need reference help, Is there someone at the desk? (Circ:le one..1
(7y) 1. Seldom or never 3. Often

2. Occasionally 4. Almost always
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:I. f1'd 1,III0v1IIR 114( of !it4te!nent4 reprit4ent4 4 v4fletY )145
41-,out the t141n LIhr4rY In the M1.1 1.e:111411g Center. Ple4he
circle the one vhl,ch moot lohely reflecto yonr opinion;
ih4t 14, the 4r4rew,lent vith mo.mf Igree,

4

1M4J 1, i/Vrcii). I 4M PrOftV 44(11104 vith the libt4tY.

"). The lihrary l4 beneflei41 to Oberlin 4011ege

1. The library 14 oht 4n ordin4ry lohtitotion,

4, The 4tr4Y of hervit:e4 At the lihr4ry t4 oniy

S. I vonlii nt fee'4111 4I Oberlin With.10t the re,4.-4(,., of

People 4ri. 4e111..1 4wre41u1 in obt4ining
ifl the llbr40".

7. The k7ollee could .-111Itt well without

the library 4 the be4t p4rt ol mv e4t,.e3tiou it

9. The lihr4ry generellY 1.!,y

10. 1 wculki not rely on the 1Thr.ary for heriewi re,e4t.).

II. 1 AM 44(4411y pleAled with the hervieel, of the lit?r,

Are you 3;11:'u )
1771 1, frehhmmi 1. Junior

2. Sophomore 4. Senior '4, Other ;;'7-e..t',

Z!). Are you 4 k'on4erv4tury htu4ent?

YES NO
(7d)

. .

4re
fv7 Lwe



ATT111,01

TYPI W QVC3TI(,1

Control Variables

4ocifie aspects of library t4.1

PtIrCc,Ttitifil of 4004mot 4v;-ilewoi11ty

and crowding (to be eempartt4 with

objectively measured availability)

AttittAW.

Directly measures feelings about

the Library

Questions unrelated to the project

Q=TION 4011PEP

1, 24,

-4 `4

t., 7, d, 9, 10,

13, 14, 154 164

20. 21, 22

11,

19,

12,

23

11.

but inserted to answer other

library needs

Control variables sire used to monitor uniformity of coverage and

response rate: (class status, academic major, etc.) Questions on

specific aspects of library use help determine reasons for and extent

of use. The third group of questions deals with perceptions of
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a\ rou4eqt1 afz;1114 ;Intl 1W4:0:1;k1 W4In

4r queltiqna 4trely 4n4 ihd;recAly

ct4tit.:C)0:1 14, And i5 :or 4 direct., opinion wi

Lc.1-1i ;r ti 40iAyA At ttl

+7141:0,100

Qt;e5t,i(If14 lc, 4 ' l';QUVvr, 111tlireet..4 _e 4,
Vi 44 4 L'ir:,..tYVF? 140;tticiti. !.:aq Qr iL404 rut A.;vero

oV ,,c,-;.dw, or 41.rcencllt, :1 1443 ;t1c1lUile4 t:1,4 ff4" 111 ilttitude

fazztur Or tu43 '411ttl; ticlil v (;',Aclr. 411 the C011;eQ114f!3 eiYen by 4n

:tol u43 r ;114 th41, thl:i factor 44a 14Qt, << ta1 c1, Vrctl :4urvqy

to aurvey and 1143 not been used in the find alylis.

CiJc41.,:o0 ThUr51.011q caie, w13 the 1-4ore successful payeLcnetric

tool. This metnod uaea eleven questiona end calibrates then from

least favorable to MOt f4vorable through use of a control Aroup.

catIonnaIre respondents pick the statrment 4nich most reflecta their

feelings and this responat is teanalated into 4 numerical value

4 termine1 througn the calibration process. The calibration procesa

itself was originally per:armed upon a group of students (judges) at.

Case Wtatern Feaerve University and Cleveland Gate University. The

usual aaaunption is that results will be diatributed normally about

acme reapcnae. When the first reaulta at Oberlin were analyzed.

however. the results were bi-modal. (Reaulta distributed normally

about sc:ze response may be described graphically as a "bell-shaped

50
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)4410 14114:41y. 1,00
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T Survey No Description

0 1. The prior. Early Fall 1978.

2 2. During the transition. Winter 1979.

3 3. During transition. Spring 1979.

4 4. Transition - Response. Early Fall 1979.

5 5. Response. Late Fall 1979.

6 '6. Response. Winter 1980.

7 7. Response-Recovery period. Spring 1980.

11 8. Recovery period. Spring 1931.

12 9. Recovery period. Early Fall 1981.

15 10. Recovery period. Spring 1932.

Tne variable T. used in regression analyses, counts (roughly) quarters

of a year from the beginning of the project. Thus, a measurement at

T+4 occurs at the same point in the academic calendar as the

measurement T. T=0 represents the begining of the project, before the

circulation system was installed. T = 2,3 and 4 represents the time

during which the variables were responding to the introduction of the

system. Points 5, 6 and 7 represent the rt 7 se period where the

system was ztnbilizing and variablea were beginning to recover.

Points 11, 12 and 15 represent the third period wherein most variables

returned to their original values.

Plots of all variables against time are made usin6 this

standardization of the time variable. In addition, the plots of

various variables emphasize the three critical cit.- 4-iods of the

project -- transition, response and recovery.

-60-
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Goodness of Fit

Once a visual pattern has been established with a set of data and

appropriate errors have been calculated, mathematical tests can be

run to determine whether the type of curve one sees visually will be

valid statistically. In other words, a goodness of fit test assesses

our confidence that a particular hypothesis fits the observed data.

Goodness of fit is determined by examining the following sum:

n (y(t
, 7 .

'N-k

- y
theor

(ci))2

The goodness of fit criterion was based upon the total square

deviation between the model and the observed data. Since all the data

analyzed here are based upon sampling studies, each data element

carries with it a statistical error estir-ate, the standard error. On

the usual assumption that observations are normally distributed about

their means, the weight of each observation is inversely proportional

to the expected variance of that mean. The resulting weighted sum of

Square de'i-ations should then follow the chi-squared distribution for

U-k der;rees of freedol. In this formulation low values of chi-squared

correspond to signi icant fits, while high values lead to rejection of

the model.



Standardizing or Normalizing Data

The last concept we employ in making sense of our data is to

standardize or normalize the data collected. There are many ways we

can preselt the data we have discovered. For example, activity data

can be presented as raw user service hours -- the actual number of

hours patrons used the building in a particular category. Unless one

has experience with sizes of library buildings. number of seats

offered and hours during which the building is open, these data become

difficult to assess. , more relevant method would be to examine the

relative shape or change in the data over time. If one is examining

the impact of a perturbation at a particular point, the particular

values of an observation are not important, but only how they have

changed as a result of the perturbation.

Let us give an example of this notion using another analogy - the

concept of percentages. When comparing rates of performance of a

class on a test, the actual numerical score is not generally

considered, but rather the percentage of questions answered correctly.

Similarly, by normalizing data on a graph, we can observe the changes

in a variable without being confused by its absolute value.

Therefore, activity data have also been presented as percentages

(Figure 6.3) and resulting variations are much easier to see.

Mich of the data for this project are presented in normalized form.

The value of a variable which existed at T = 0 on the project is taken

to be a zero point and the changes in the variable are plotted toward
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.1 for positive changes and -1 for negative changes. 4e can then more

readily emphasize the change associated with the circulation system;

e.g. the shape of the change as opposed to the absolute valve of the

Causality

Fitting data to a mathematical expression could be a misleading

process. When we su=nariZe data in the form of an equation, it does

not mean that one effect has been shown to cause another. The

equation could be rewritten in such a way that the opposite would be

true. What we are able to show by the modelling process is that

changes in one variable occur in association with changes in the

other. The judgement of the analysts must determine whether this

association is causal.

In the analysis of the data at hand, we feel there is a relationship

between attitude and system state. For example, question 16 which

queries the frustration of delays at checkoeL, should be related to

the objectively measure:: checkout time. Jv0;,ement dictates that

attitude is responding to delay at checkout, not that poor attitude

Causes long checkout times.

Un;artunately, a statistical analysis would give the same results if

any other variable which increases steadily over tine were substituted

for system state or checkout tine. We nust rely on the intelligence
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and common sense of the tnalysta to ascertain if such a variable

exists. :n thin project. there COC3 not seem to be such a variable.

lie doubt that attituces improve with the age of the students, for

example. The impact of a new director on student attitudez would be

expected to level off and diminish rather than grow over time. There

i5 always a possibility that some extremely auatle variable is

contributing to the changes dccumentated by this project. It is

obviously necessary to weight each point according to its precision.

He«(ever, from the available data, we know only the atatiatital

uncertaintlea of A given value. It is certain that there are

additional systematic sources of uncertainty such J3 variations due to

weather. the personality of tnose distributing availability forum

variations in academic work load and so on. These factors are of

unknown site it we judge that they are not larger than the

statistical uncertainties reporters with the data.

Key Variables

To test the project hypotheses a series of variables were extracted

from the data collection discussed in Chapter 4. These variables fall

into five groups:

4-type: indicators of patron attitude towards the library

":4-type: deseriptora of the circulation system's

operating state and extent

-type: objective measures of the roantity of service rendered

!.-type: Cbjective meaa res of the quality of service rendered



H-type: Patron evaluations or speciric aspects of service

:n analyzinz the variables listed above. two t' t= of behavior were

anticipated: Steady rise to a new equilibrium level (Hypothesis

Ord rise followed by decline (Hypothesis 2).

The final set of data elements used in the main library analysis are

e=ven an Fl Kure V.ny ctrer variable! 'were ,la=in «d in the

analysis. tut only th=e :ktcwn In FIEUre 5.2 were foand to be useful.

in ana1yzin4 the automated circulation system.
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2ato Eltntnts Used in Main Library Analy.s.ls

Varlatic De-aerial=

System Ztate

Fr4ctitM of all Transactiott
Barcodtd

S6 Checkout Tint

Measures of 'Quantity
CI Helg-s cr L:trary ust for

a:1 purr/a:ie..:

Number ,of bock: cireulated
Nunter of hairs to ttt
library

Cbjective Mtasurts of c ity
ZI

Z2

Z3

Circulation Component of
rv,'ilabili :y

Library Component of
Availability

Nuisance Factor
(Aecea5lbility)

Attitude Measures (wee Fieure ;.1 for :more detail)
AI Central Scale Variable

Thurstont (Q22)
Fespondentt Perception of
Zatisfaction (013)

A3 Perception or other's
satisfction (014)

A4 Chankl,.t cvtr laat 3 nottts
(015)

Patron Evaluations of 24ci:::.c Aspects of i7rvize
MI Frustrated by Service dclays

at Checkout (Q14)
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:r iners were neint: frote:4Goil lay the (,:.1

lymt4lh :11101404 Oen it) 'heir 4!cfinol,

: :ri d if the riew

t..110 W0141(: oxi ot to

Lhe number of hoot A A-ireul 1.1n4 cr thq categoriiia or

'search' and 'uses in,.

th1;_i ncq. t:w bet the oa,f-2;0

Iwipe,4tiOt or the dat,:4 :0)0WN

We ean identify only one fnetr other 1.1101, tic A:irc 1:Ition system

which might be expectl to influenc,7 ef the building. !ti

;item or1Marring, 19d0 the Direct, or Lltrr;rie:, :;

assigning carrels in ti ; buildy en Thertifore the

facilities for in-house V3t1 th:it Ito.tH4Qt!:

40 s,'holar studee, doubl an5i4ned

200 carrelz, douhle

several hundred tables and lounges useable on a first

come-f. rst serve basin.

60 - single assigned

If encouraging use of the building by carrels were to

change usage, one would expect the number of user service hours

to incre,4!;e overall. Tlx! number of books charged out would

probably increase since books may be charged and kedt in scholar

studias and carrels, thus avoiding the inconvenience of carrying

books back s:lc forth from dorm to library. The number of visits to

the library might or might not increase.
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1.110,)ft,W1;..att1, tnc, (2ni4n.1,1 11$ I'Lt(1111.7i of W;c1 46 161, !t1t.7itl

or,H;ttoo;;, %Iwr-tforc k7.n tArly

Tot4 ww,0 of 1.L, uullding did not ei-vmgk,

Nut4u,r or ue0k:i qirculat nA decros,-.0

Nuibrr or visits to tho library ineressed

d'..1 of whith oi urred for rJr,oL:1 which c.Innut t lin;4ed to Ow

oirculotion systtNI or t' )ny the- t.h.olge In the

blinding.

_i. Accessibility

Another indiector of system performince may be Derived from the

activity survey -- the Nuistaice Factor or Accessibility (Kantor.

lvd2). This faetc is obtained by comparing the tine spent

searching with tLe total time spent k-ither searot.'nL or using

raaterials. Use of the library for study and "all other"

purposes 1.3 not inclut:ed in this factor.

Accessibility .1 :;earch/(Search + Use)

pore accessible materials result in smaller percentages.

Conversely, the larger the fraction of time spent searching, the

less effective the library in satisfying the needs of its patrons.
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On :,7CtIti:$1t)11;ti ;4 .31)tilrac0 if) :1W-1 Prr,,,fltct;

011.-i 4 iirorr, ip thr

fqr rv,try $4t)ri;ont4i ,A4irrvtion.

1,14t- 10er joint 1)::!,nA frca) tnt7 data for !,iw !InO, p7or,

r. hOVe! ;;Aitorrolat..!0 that paint Lo tit th t41 6114Pc' =hown try

y-ar AddItional Qnt 1,-)r J-13 ; and 4 3now that thc

:.th=4P 13 Q.4O113tc'OL. Me Avc.T.I:=.0 crop from vat* 1 LO yoilr 2 i:"! 2.5;

Lhe 3Landard rrrj uU ta13 floro 13

31t;nifif!ant

CONCLO:IION: bc.:ciInc! 3116htly

more JeCt!=d111,,! 3rter Lile circulation systen.

:VAILAU1LITY 11EA:AJPES

lity 17: r.athered via tbe 3urvey3 ,;1erthed

Chapttnr we iriic.:Ated, two componQnts of ij.4.jbi11 ty

:,.,1111 and shelf skills) varied little over ue life of

the project. Our,-;,rship. library factors and circulation did

vary over the fe of the project.

1. ,:whership component of availability

Me probability that the library owne.1 the book sought ranged over

about 15 percentage points curing the four years of the project
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ntrr 7,4 :Thow t,n;it the p4rt, 1Ino4r jt1 '&,Vjir.' f',004 1,0

4,4)01*VO ht4 WIth eXeptIonl 1,h4t, Wt ;111;11 preziont,0'

eApiore, The quettity of th'.s cr,odel may be r.ore tkLernlne Ir

wo trensCoro the 0:;. into 4U4nd4rdlze0 rQrm eXplaIndd in Chapto,

16itig, thIm mothoil, tho e-40;i0Into Y00,13 or the respunse

3uppre:i:iel in favor or the relative shape or the chonges. This has

the additionnl advantage that anithing above the zero point represents

positivt, reelings and anything beillw the :ero point represents

negative ree:Ings. :n addition the transition, resronse 4nd recovery

prioos are r<presented by baei4,rown shnk:ln on tile

The Go.eral t;cale vari.;b1, Al, is re-plotted :;:5 FI4ure 7.5 In

norrlaIiztO forn. The value at T=U (the 'prior' value or attitude) is

taken as Lne zero roInt :-.nO the 1ow v4lue or the plot at T 3 Is

tn -1. The oti-e V.i1 t;q5 or thi variables have been recomputed

on this ale and in drawing the line:; through the points. The gaps

at T , and 7 have been closed. The change of origin and scale have

no effect on the ovcrall appesrance or the p], so, except for

closing the gaps. Figure 7.5 Is ident-eal to Figure 7.7.

In computing the rest of the varibles in standardized Corm, their

value at T:3, th end or the transition period. is taken 43 plus cir

minus 1 (az appropriate) and the rest of the values are recomputed on

that scale.

it I
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L:Pr.v-y

4Q7, 4,4 20 rcl pi tI,e4 in 0,4no4r4i-,:, rJ fGrm :n Figure 7.6.

t-Jd Se CS1 Lunt Lt ey Lrid drp,

?1-0 4 *r to = +o rSc t thqtr OrliOn Y41(ic.

3. rereep iomi of Ctrer5' ,;.;tinfact ah 4i)

A,..;0 4re plotted FlOrtlt In the ()t her v4rt4410:=.

they ertohee ii ;5113rp drop. AL

tegi63 LO Irop again i-Jid giwi to that the two variables

end -;111 on oppo7:ite .114 but 3t ,pit fr4m !nq zro point.

There 1th MO partioular reason we e5i1 di cover for the Incr:Q113tALr'91t

beh4vior of A3. We ear) only suggest that reporting the opini4n or

othrs iw lrs:1 reli3b1s: th:A the reporting or one's pun opinions.

4. :nprovenent in Last Months (44)

The graph of A4 i3 shown in Figure 7.8. It can be seen visually and

through the chisquared values that A4 does rot fit the general

pattern of decline increase. decline. Indeed. :t experienced a sharp

and a gradual levelling off to the zero point.

During the interval between points 2 and 3 (February 1,$79). a new

Director arrived at the library and instituted several, highly visible

changes including a questton ard answer board. :since 44 focuses en a

-89-
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The rise in the circulation component of availability is of secondary

interest. After the implementation of the circulation system, books

requested by patrons were less likely to be checked out by about 5%.

It may be that this variable measures some subtle change in patron

trust in the system. If patrons have more confidence that they will

find what they need when they need it, are they less likely to hoar('

books? There are no means of proving this from the available data.

Quality of Service

As we review the original design of the project, it seems unfortunate

that we did not include a component to measure staff reaction to

automation. Certainly there were major changes in staff as a result

of the system. One ten month, half time employee transferred to

another department and was not replaced, representing a real savings

in staff tine due to the automated system.

The only variable in this project wnich can be considered a reaction

of the staff to the system is Z2, the library component of

availability. There is no doubt that most of the sharp increase in Z2

is due to real efficiencies introduced by the automated system,

particularly in discharging. The decrease in Z2 in years 3 and 4 of

the project is less easy to explain. A discussion of the Hawthorne

effect might help shed light on this problem.

The term Hawthorne effect is derived from studies of Western

Electric's Hawthorne plant conducted in the 1930's (Landsberger,
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958). The original intent of the study was to determine the effect

on productivity of physical changes in the environment of assembly

line workers. Instead, the re:earchers found that the increased

attention given the workers as a result of experiments increased

productivity more than physical change in the environment.

In one famous experiment, the illumination of the work area was being

tested. The research team. headed by Elton Mayo, found that

productivity increased with changes in illumination but also increased

when illumination was returned to its old level. Clearly the

increases in productivity were not being caused by physical factors

but by other factors in the environment of the workers. Further

analysis of the situation led to the conclusion that the increased

attention paid to the workers by management and the research team was

responsible for the increased productivity. High morale prompted by

increased status. working with congenial colleagues and being allowed

to express grievances to a responsive authority was more important to

the workers than illumination, rest breaks or hot meals. Increasing

the attention paid to workers, which occurred by placing them in an

experiment, changed their behavior. This phenomenon has come to be

:ailed the Hawthorne effect. The existence of this effect can

seriously restrict a researcher's ability to isolate variables which

change performance in a consistent manner.

We believe it is quite plausible that the Hawthorne effect caused some

of the increase and subsequent drop in Ulu library component of

availability in this project. To defend this assertion, we provide

some history of the circulation department and its personnel.
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Until Fall of 1979, the circulation department did not have a

professional head. The unit's supervisor was a high level tneber of

the support staff, reporting to the Head of Reader Services. The

nature of the work tended to be extremely repetitious in nature,

involving manipulation of the cumbersome, two pocket card system.

:'cans by which circulation policies could be enforced were minimal and

indeed, some books had been checked out to faculty for 15 or 20 years.

Furthermore. job descriptions were not expiiei% and clear lines of

responsibility were not drawn.

When the automated system was installed in November. 1973, an ad hoc

committee composed of all circulation workers in the library system

began to meet on a regular basis to work out the common policies and

procedures necessary if the automated circulation system was to be

used by all libraries at Oberlin. in addition. a Systems Librarian

was hired not only to coordinate and implement the introduction of the

system but to have line responsibilities as Head of Circulation in the

main library. The Director of Libraries was also new in February 1979

and W33 most concerned that the circulation system should be a

success, not only because of the financial investment but because of

the major influence the treatment of patrons at the circulation desk

has on the attitude of patrons toward the library as a whole. Tice

Director W33 therefore most responsive to requests for equipment,

student staff, etc.

All the ingredients for the effects described by Hawthorne were in

place.
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The ad hoc circulation committee provided a forum by which problems

and confusions about the new circulation system could be aired in an

environment of peers. The Head of Circulation standardized job

descriptions and equalized the division of labor among the cirtelation

staff. As a result, each of the four supervisors had clearly defined

areas of responsibility and power to hire, fire and train their o4n

student staff.

The 2irector of Libraries supported the lending policies of the

circulation department and expedited their clearing up the backlog of

manual files. Presentations on the need for consistent enforcement of

lending regulations were made to the faculty library committee and

through them to the faculty as a whole.

The circulation system further caused a general increase in the

complexity of the clerical jubs in the department. The staff was now

required to operate a computer system, to perform simple

trouble-shooting of system problems. The staff was required to learn

about computers, barcodes and the circulation system in a short period

of tine. Because the computerized system relieved the staff of manual

manipulation of a file of pocket cards and of manual typing of various

types of notices, they were able to turn their attention to more

qualitative aspects of their jobs -- interaction with patrons, better

training of student staff, effective administration of recalls and

overdues, etc. Recognizing the increased complexity of the jobs, the

library reclassea many members of the department up one grade with a

commensurate increase in pay.
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Perhaps the benefit rendered by the system which was of most

significance to the circulation staff was the impact cn the "end of

semester crunch." Because of Cberlin's semester loan period, almost

all books which circulate are renewed or returned the last week in

:1)ecember or !4ay Con the order of 1C-15,000 books) . e4ith the manual

.115";en. books were piled six feet deep on the floor of the discharging

rccm and rehelvinz 443 ,t. 4:.plctcd f;onths.

the automated system, two important features became possible. A

drastic reduction in the time needed to discharge 'books :rant the same

level of student staff could spend time shelving instead of

discharging. The second factor wris the r,bility of the system to

generate on-demand lists of what is charged to o pat-on. Thus persons

could come to the library at any time and request a list of materials

in their possession. More importtIntly, the staff began to coil 4 list

of Uooks dwriied to every borrower three weeks before the senester

ended, reminding them that the materials listed should be returned at

the borrower's earliest convenience. This letter had the effect of

spreading out the return of materials over three weeks instead of one.

Clearly it is much easier to process 10,000 to 15,000 books over as

three week period than one week. A letter to every borrower listing

materilols charged is J practical impossibility with a manual system.

In tne past two years, the practices and policies which were once

fresh and exciting have become routine. The circulation committee

meets relatively rarely since most of the common policies have weer

established. Because staff nenbers expect the circulation system to
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operate at J hlit level, they art frustrated and annoyed when thQ

system is not operating well, even though "tot operating well"

still much more efficient than the old nanual system ever was.

Although the library factor of availability appears to decreasing

.1cmeunat from tts ren4rk..ble pee :f of 56; in April :961, ue feel it

will naint tn 4 level permanen higher than the IV: :ev

experienced before the system was introduced. An .14ditiona1

availability survey to to p(rforr,ed April 1963 will help test thipi

hypothesis.

Discussion

This project has demonstrated several interesting facts about

automation. 1:ecause of the replacement effect, attitudes 4f,t ft9t 4

relib:e indieJtor or quality of service. Documenting the decrease cr

increase in levels of service must te measured directly, rct througn

itude questionnaire.

We have shown that efficiencies of automation to sien ficantly

influence the productivity of a library in oischareing quantitits of

books, but that the Hawthorne effect also 11t3 to influence

production. We have soown that some of tie changes ill patron

attitude can be linked to two ractors--that 4egredstion or clieckaut

tint at the beginning of the project, which in turn, Wa3 a measure of

the number of barcoded books. The other fzetor was the effect of a

new director. lecause of the replacement effect, the influence of

Stiff le 1,1v,11;1 off over tint.
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Veters 4f the litr=,ry comm'unity ;:4tnine fcr 4utc,m4tion cAn lcok to

this study ior the following *dvice:

Automstim win introduce fficienc s in Tro uctich

thus better 4uslIty service.

ratti; ,11 vi;t1L:c, 4r

tut this will return to crigit-il r4trons cycle c4t

stuOeht

PJtrons sppear not to mlAt Increased use of the system

.!ven though it is easier to use.
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